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To all whom it may concern: 
Be‘ it known that I, ARTHUR R. CLARKE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Chi 
cage, in the county of Cook and State of Illi 

5 nois, have invented a new and useful Improve 
ment in Snap-Hooks, of which the following 
is a speci?cation. ' 

My invention relates to an improvement in 
the class of snap-hooks in which the latch is 

IO in the form of a rigid tongue adapted to be 
brought at its free end‘by longitudinal move 
ment into engagement or approximate en 
gagement with‘ihe extremity‘ of the hook to 
close or obstruct the entrance to the latter 

15 and to be withdrawn from the extremity to 
open such entrance. . 
The object of myinvention is to provide in 

the class referred to a novel construction of 
snap-hook which shall ‘render the device sim 

zo ple and cheap to manufacture and perfectly 
effective in use; and to these ends my inven 
tion consists in the construction hereinafter 
described and claimed.‘ 
Referring to the accompanying drawings, 

25 Figure 1 shows my improved snap-hook by a 
view in side elevation with the tongue in its 
position of closure. Fig. 2 is a similar view 
of the same, showing the tongue partially 
withdrawn under the force of gravity. Fig. 

30 3 is a similar view of the ‘same, showing the 
tongue fully withdrawn to open the entrance 
into the hook; and Fig. 4 is a front or face 
view of the snap-hook with the parts in the 
relative positions represented in Fig. 1. 

35 A is the hook, of usual or any suitable form, 
on one end of the shank B, which is provided 
on one sidewith a guide-loop a. The dis 
tance between the forward side of the guide 
loop and extremity of the hook is preferably 

40 the same as the width of the entrance-open 
ing of the hook, which must be sufficient for 
the ready introduction and withdrawal of the 
harness-ring or other object to be connected 
by the hook. ‘ 

45 Cis a lever having a looped handle end b 
' and bifurcated toward its opposite end,‘ where 
it embraces and is fulcrumed at c in the eye 
0’ on the enlarged rear end of the shank B. 
Thus fulcruming the lever renders its forward 

50 bifurcated‘ end the shorter arm 11 and the han 
dle end behind the fulcrum the longer or 

heavier arm 6. Between the prongs of the 
shorter lever-arm d, near its extremity, is ful 
crumed atf at its rear end the rigid tongue 
D, which extends through the guide-loop. 55 
The arrangement of the tongue D is such that 
at the end of its advance throw it will reach 
at the extremity of its free end to the inner 
edge of the end of the hook, as shown in Fig. 
l, or about to that position, and that at the 60 
end of its retracting throw the free end of the 
tongue will coincide at its extremity with the 
forward side of the guide-loop Ct or occupy 
about that position. 
As the lever C is shown to be fulcrumed 65 

its longer or heavier handle-arm e sufficiently 
over-balances the combined resistance of the ‘ 
shorter arm d and tongue D, attached there- ‘ 
to, to tend to partially withdraw the tongue ‘ 
to the position in which it is represented in 70 
Fig. 2. In that position, however, the tongue 
still maintains closure of the hook at the en 
trance-opening thereto, and with the snap 
hook vertically suspended and the lever then 
occupying the position shown inFig. 2 the 75 
fulcrum c and pivot f are in substantially 
horizontal alinement with each other at or 
approximately at a right angle to the shank. 
To withdraw the tongue, therefore, from the 
last-named position, power must be applied 80 
to the handle end 6 of the lever to bring the 
tongue to the position in which it is repre 
sented in Fig; 3 of entire withdrawal to com 
pletely remove it from closing orobstructing 
vthe hook-entranee.- Thus the tongue tends 85 
to self-closure of the 'hook and to maintain 
its hook-closing position, ‘while it may be 
easily withdrawn to open the hook and ad 
vanced to close it by the operator manipu 
lating it with only one hand, holding the le- 90 
ver at the arm e and turning it back and forth. 
While the drawings illustrate my improve 

ment in its preferred form as to details of 
construction and relative arrangement of 
parts, I'do not limit my invention thereto. _ 95 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is— ' 
1. In a snap-hook, the combination with 

the hook andits shank provided with a guide 
loop, of a lever bifurcated at one end and 100‘ 
there embracing the end of the shank upon 
which it is fulcrumed to form a shorter lever 
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arm and a longer lever-arm, and a tongue 
pivoted at one end in the bifurcated shorter 
lever-arm and extending through said loop to 
adapt it, by working the lever, to be moved 
longitudinally back and forth with relation 
to the end of the hook, substantially as de 
scribed. ‘ 

2. In a snap-hook, the combination with 
the hook and its shank provided with a guide 
loop, of a tongue longitudinally movable in 
said loop into and out of engagement with 
the end of the hook, and a lever having a bi 
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furoated end pivotally connected with the 
rear end of the tongue and embracing the end 
of the shank, upon which it is fulcrurned 
to form a shorter lever-arm and longer 1e 
ver-arm overbalancing said shorter arm and 
tongue, said longer lever-arm being provided 
with a loop, substantially as described. 
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